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ABSTRACT
The LOFAR radio telescope discovered the 707-Hz binary millisecond pulsar J0952−0607 in a targeted ra-
dio pulsation search of an unidentified Fermi gamma-ray source. This source shows a weak energy flux of
Fγ = 2.6×10−12 ergcm−2 s−1 in the energy range between 100MeV−100GeV. Here we report the detection of
pulsed gamma-ray emission from PSR J0952−0607 in a very sensitive gamma-ray pulsation search. The pul-
sar’s rotational, binary and astrometric properties are measured over seven years of Fermi-Large Area Telescope
data. For this we take into account the uncertainty on the shape of the gamma-ray pulse profile. We present
an updated radio timing solution now spanning more than two years and show results from optical modeling
of the black-widow-type companion based on new multi-band photometric data taken with HiPERCAM on the
Gran Telescopio Canarias on La Palma and ULTRACAM on the New Technology Telescope at ESO La Sillaa).
PSR J0952−0607 is now the fastest-spinning pulsar for which the intrinsic spin-down rate has been reliably con-
strained (P˙int . 4.6×10−21 ss−1). The inferred surface magnetic field strength of Bsurf . 8.2×107G is among the
ten lowest of all known pulsars. This discovery is another example of an extremely fast spinning black-widow
pulsar hiding within an unidentified Fermi gamma-ray source. In the future such systems might help to pin
down the maximum spin frequency and the minimum surface magnetic field strength of millisecond pulsars.
Keywords: gamma rays: stars — pulsars: individual (PSR J0952−0607)
1. INTRODUCTION
The Large Area Telescope (LAT) on-board the Fermi
Gamma-ray Space Telescope (Atwood et al. 2009) has
proven itself to be a powerful instrument in gamma-ray pul-
sar astronomy. Since its 2008 launch the LAT has been
operating in an all-sky survey mode. LAT data are used to
Corresponding author: L. Nieder
lars.nieder@aei.mpg.de
a) Based on observations collected at the European Southern Observatory,
Chile; programme 0101.D-0925, PI: Clark, C. J. .
identify promising pulsar candidates for deep, targeted radio
searches and find gamma-ray pulsations in blind or follow-up
searches (for a review see e.g., Caraveo 2014). The 10-year
time span of the all-sky LAT data is also useful for establish-
ing precise pulsar timing ephemerides of new discoveries.
Radio pulsar searches targeting the sky positions of LAT
sources have been very successful in finding isolated and bi-
nary millisecond pulsars (MSPs; e.g., Ray et al. 2012). The
targeted sources are typically chosen to have three properties:
(a) They are “unassociated”, which means that the source
has no plausible counterpart belonging to a known gamma-
ray-emitting source class (e.g., Acero et al. 2015). (b) They
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have curved spectra. This is parametrized in the Fermi-LAT
source catalogs by the curvature significance, determined by
the difference in log-likelihood between spectral models with
curved spectra (e.g. a log parabola or exponentially cut-off
power law) versus power-law spectra (Nolan et al. 2012). For
most gamma-ray pulsars, curved spectra are preferred with
> 95% confidence (e.g., Abdo et al. 2013). (c) They show
only little variability in brightness over time, which is in-
dicated in the Fermi LAT source catalogs by the variability
index, the chi-squared of the monthly flux with respect to the
average flux. In the Fermi LAT Third Source Catalog (3FGL;
Acero et al. 2015), only two out of 136 pulsars had vari-
ability indices corresponding to significant variability above
the 99% confidence level. Combined, the last two proper-
ties are good indicators for gamma-ray pulsars. However, we
note that the transitional MSPs (for a review see e.g., Jao-
dand et al. 2018) are an important exception, with significant
changes in gamma-ray flux associated with transitions be-
tween accretion- and rotation-powered states (Stappers et al.
2014; Johnson et al. 2015).
Searches following this approach continue to find pulsars
by using radio observing frequencies ν above 300MHz. Pul-
sar surveys around 350MHz are run by the Green Bank Tele-
scope (GBT; Stovall et al. 2014) and the Arecibo telescope
(Cromartie et al. 2016). The Giant Metrewave Radio Tele-
scope searches around 607MHz (Bhattacharyya et al. 2013).
Another survey around 820MHz is run by GBT (Ransom
et al. 2011). Finally Parkes (Camilo et al. 2015), Nançay
(Cognard et al. 2011) and Effelsberg (Barr et al. 2013) search
around 1.4GHz. Radio observations at higher frequencies
suffer less from dispersion (dispersion delay td ∝ ν−2) and
scattering (scattering timescale τs ∝ ν−4.4; Levin et al. 2016)
but a pulsar’s radio luminosity falls rapidly with observing
frequency (radio flux density Sν ∝ να with spectral index
−3.0< α < −0.5 for most known pulsars; Frail et al. 2016a).
At observing frequencies above 1.4GHz scattering becomes
negligible away from the Galactic Center and pulsars that are
bright above this frequency can be useful for Pulsar Timing
Arrays (e.g., Verbiest et al. 2016; Tiburzi 2018).
However, there might be a population of steep-spectrum
(α < −2.5) radio pulsars that are most easily detectable at
frequencies below 300MHz. Searches by Frail et al. (2018)
for steep-spectrum sources within the localization regions of
unidentified Fermi-LAT sources in continuum images from
the GMRT all-sky survey at 150MHz led to the discovery of
six new MSPs and one normal pulsar. These detections sug-
gest that many steep-spectrum pulsars may have been missed
by high frequency radio surveys, which favor pulsars with
flatter spectra (Bates et al. 2013). Additionally, some emis-
sion models suggest that pulsars’ radio beams are wider at
low frequencies (e.g., Story et al. 2007), making pulsars
whose radio beams miss our line-of-sight at GHz frequencies
potentially detectable at lower frequencies. Low-frequency
radio observations of gamma-ray pulsars can therefore pro-
vide an additional test of the viewing-angle explanation for
the large number of radio-quiet pulsars discovered by the
LAT (e.g. Abdo et al. 2009; Wu et al. 2018). Indeed, one
emission model for the recently discovered radio-quiet MSP
PSR J1744−7619 (Clark et al. 2018) suggests that radio pul-
sations may only be detectable at low radio frequencies.
Pleunis et al. (2017) performed very-low-frequency pulsar
searches at 115 − 155MHz with the Low-Frequency Array
(LOFAR; van Haarlem et al. 2013; Stappers et al. 2011). This
was possible due to new semi-coherent de-dispersion tech-
niques which mitigate the smearing due to dispersion (Bassa
et al. 2017a). The searches targeted unassociated sources
from the 3FGL catalog (Acero et al. 2015). An isolated
MSP, PSR J1552+5437, was detected first in radio and sub-
sequently in gamma rays.
Bassa et al. (2017b) conducted another LOFAR survey us-
ing the same observing configuration. The 23 targets were
unassociated gamma-ray sources selected from a Fermi-LAT
source list constructed from seven years of “Pass 8” LAT data
(see Atwood et al. 2013).
In this survey they discovered PSR J0952−0607, a binary
radio MSP with a spin frequency of 707Hz (Bassa et al.
2017b). It is in a binary system with a very-low-mass com-
panion star (Mc∼ 0.02M⊙) with an orbital period of 6.42hrs.
PSR J0952−0607 is the fastest-spinning known neutron star
outside of a globular cluster: The only pulsar spinning faster
(716Hz) is PSR J1748−2446ad, which is located in the glob-
ular cluster Terzan 5 (Hessels et al. 2006). In contrast to pul-
sars in globular clusters, which experience significant but un-
known acceleration due to the gravitational potential within
the cluster (Prager et al. 2017), the intrinsic spin-down rate of
PSR J0952−0607 can be measured directly. From this, pul-
sar properties like the dipole surface magnetic field strength
and spin-down power can be inferred. These factors are
thought to govern the poorly-understood accretion and ab-
lation processes through which binary systems containing a
pulsar evolve (Chen et al. 2013). Measurements of the mag-
netic fields of rapidly spinning pulsars are important because
the origin of the low magnetic field strength of MSPs is cur-
rently unexplained, with one popular theory being that the
accreted matter buries the surface magnetic field. On the
other hand recent work questions if this mechanism is effec-
tive enough (Mukherjee 2017).
To determine the pulsar properties requires precise tim-
ing solutions from frequent observations of a pulsar over
several years. For some pulsar parameters (e.g. the spin
frequency and spin-frequency derivative) the measurement
uncertainty is directly related to the total span of observa-
tions. Furthermore, time spans shorter than one year cover
less than a full cycle of the annual Roemer delay, introduc-
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ing degeneracies between the spin frequency, spin-frequency
derivative and sky position. The radio timing solution of
PSR J0952−0607 reported by Bassa et al. (2017b) is based
on observations spanning approximately 100days, and thus
suffers from these issues. The detection of the optical coun-
terpart of PSR J0952−0607 allowed Bassa et al. (2017b) to
use the optical position in the timing solution and obtain a
limit on the spin-frequency derivative of the pulsar.
Radio searches targeting unassociated Fermi-LAT sources
have been particularly successful at discovering “spider pul-
sars”, a class of extreme binary pulsars with semi-degenerate
companion stars (i.e. not neutron stars or white dwarfs).
These systems are categorized as “black widows” if the com-
panion star has extremely low mass (Mc ≪ 0.1M⊙, as is
the case for PSR J0952−0607) and as “redbacks” if the com-
panion star is heavier (Mc ∼ 0.15− 0.4M⊙) (Roberts 2013).
Optical light curves of these systems reveal that the pulsar
emission heats the nearly Roche-lobe filling companion (Bre-
ton et al. 2013). Observations of orbitally modulated X-ray
emission shows that interactions between the pulsar and com-
panion star winds produce intra-binary shocks (e.g., Roberts
et al. 2014).
For many spider pulsars the radio pulsations are com-
pletely absorbed by intra-binary material during parts of their
orbit (e.g., Fruchter et al. 1988), indicating that the compan-
ion stars are also ablated by the pulsar. At low radio fre-
quencies these eclipses can cover a large fraction of the orbit
(e.g., Stappers et al. 1996; Archibald et al. 2009; Polzin et al.
2018), complicating radio timing campaigns. In contrast,
gamma-ray pulsations are essentially unaffected by eclipses.
A unique value of the LAT data is that a pulsar’s discovery
in gamma-rays often enables the immediate measurement of
the pulsar parameters over the 10-year span in which the LAT
has been operating. LAT data have been used to find pre-
cise timing solutions for many pulsars including radio-quiet
and radio-faint pulsars (Ray et al. 2011; Kerr et al. 2015;
Clark et al. 2017). In the case of PSR J2339−0533, a strongly
eclipsing redback pulsar, gamma-ray timing was essential for
building a coherent timing solution, and enabled the discov-
ery of large variations of the orbital period (Pletsch & Clark
2015).
In this work we present the discovery and analysis of
pulsed gamma-ray emission from PSR J0952−0607. The pul-
sar itself is very faint in gamma rays, and required novel
search and timing methods with greater sensitivity. The re-
sulting timing ephemeris extends the rotational and orbital
history of PSR J0952−0607 back seven years to 2011. This
allows us to determine the pulsar’s spin-down power and sur-
face magnetic field strength, making it the fastest known pul-
sar for which these measurements can be made.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the pulsation search and detection within LAT
data. The timing analysis and resulting timing solution
for PSR J0952−0607 is presented in Section 3. New radio
and optical observations as well as a search for continuous
gravitational waves are discussed in Section 4. Finally, in
Section 5 we discuss the implications of the results presented
and we conclude in Section 6.
2. GAMMA-RAY PULSATION DISCOVERY
2.1. Data Preparation
The gamma-ray source targeted by Bassa et al. (2017b) re-
sulting in the detection of the radio pulsar PSR J0952−0607
and its optical counterpart (R.A. αJ2000.0 = 09h52m08.s319,
Decl. δJ2000.0 = −06◦07′23.′′49) was discovered using seven
years of LAT data, but was too faint to be included in the
3FGL catalog (i.e. in four years of data; Acero et al. 2015).
It is included in the successive 4FGL catalog based on eight
years of data as 4FGL J0952.1−0607 (The Fermi-LAT col-
laboration 2019).
To search for gamma-ray pulsations from PSR J0952−0607,
we used “Pass 8” (Atwood et al. 2013) LAT data recorded
between 2008 August 4 and 2017 January 19, consisting
of SOURCE-class photons above 500MeV instead of the
standard 100MeV. Since the LAT’s angular resolution for
photons improves with energy (∼ 3.6 times higher angu-
lar resolution at 500MeV compared to 100MeV), we used
500MeV to avoid contamination by other nearby sources not
included in the 3FGL catalog1. The photons were selected
using gtselect from the Fermi Science Tools2 if they were
within 10◦ of the celestial position of the optical counterpart
to PSR J0952−0607, with a maximum zenith angle of 90◦.
Photons were only used if the LAT was in nominal science
mode and if the rocking angle was below 52◦. After these
cuts 114706 LAT photons remained for further analysis.
The analysis was performed using the P8R2_SOURCE_V6
instrument response functions (IRFs).
The sensitivity of a pulsation search can be greatly im-
proved by weighting the contribution of each photon by its
probability of having originated from the candidate pulsar
(Bickel et al. 2008; Kerr 2011). The weights are computed
based on the LAT response function and a spectral model of
a point source. They are used in the search and the timing
analysis for background suppression without the need for ar-
bitrary position or energy cuts.
To produce the necessary spectral model we performed a
binned spectral analysis with gtlike. We added a putative
pulsar source with an exponentially cutoff power-law to rep-
resent its spectrum (Nolan et al. 2012) fixed to the position
of the pulsar’s optical counterpart reported by Bassa et al.
1 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/
Cicerone_LAT_IRFs/IRF_PSF.html
2 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software
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(2017b). We used the templates gll_iem_v06.fits
for the Galactic diffuse emission (Acero et al. 2016) and
iso_P8R2_SOURCE_V6_v06.txt3 for the isotropic dif-
fuse background. The spectral analysis included all 3FGL
sources within 15◦ of the pulsar position and the spectral pa-
rameters for point sources within 5◦ of the target were al-
lowed to vary.
For each photon within 5◦ of the pulsar position a prob-
ability weight w j was calculated with gtsrcprob. To re-
duce the computing cost of the search, we only included pho-
tons with w j > 3.1%. This weight cutoff value was chosen
such that only 1% of the expected pulsation signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) would be lost. After applying the cutoff N = 1354
actual or
∑
w j = 193.7 “effective” photons remain.
Upon the detection of PSR J0952−0607, we performed a
dedicated spectral analysis with an extended dataset in order
to enhance the pulsation significance and to model its spec-
tral characteristics more precisely. We used the same event
selection and IRFs (see above) but accepted photons without
cuts on the rocking angle as this cut was found to be overly
conservative4. We extended the dataset to include photons
between 2008 August 4 and 2018 June 21. We lowered the
threshold of photon energies down to 100MeV to further
constrain the spectral characteristics. We used the Prelimi-
nary LAT 8-year Point Source List5 (FL8Y) to construct our
source model. The FL8Y source associated with the pulsar,
FL8Y J0952.2−0608, was replaced by a point source fixed
to the position of the detected gamma-ray pulsar. All FL8Y
sources within 15◦ of the pulsar position were included and
the spectral parameters for point sources within 5◦ of the pul-
sar were allowed to vary.
We computed the residual TS map to search for non-
cataloged weak gamma-ray sources in the vicinity of the pul-
sar. The test statistic TS = 2(logL(source)− logL(no source))
quantifies how significant a source emerges from the back-
ground, where the likelihoodL of a model with and without a
source is compared (Nolan et al. 2012; Acero et al. 2015). Six
new sources with TS > 10 were added to the source model.
Using this new source model we reran the analysis. The re-
sult of the spectral analysis for PSR J0952−0607 is shown in
Table 1. Here, we also give TScut which is computed like TS
but comparing an exponentially cutoff power-law model and
a power-law model without cutoff (Abdo et al. 2013).
In the timing analysis we used all photons with weights
w j > 1.5% which is chosen as in the search such that 99%
of the S/N remains. This leaves N = 4642 actual or
∑
w j =
331.4 effective photons.
3 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/BackgroundModels.html
4 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Cicerone/
Cicerone_Likelihood/Exposure.html
5 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/fl8y/
Table 1. Spectral Parameters of PSR J0952−0607.
Parameter Value
Test statistic, TS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 147.77
TS of exponential cutoff, TScut . . . 23.9
Photon index, Γ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.95±0.40±0.05
Cutoff energy, Ec (GeV) . . . . . . . . . 1.62±0.55±0.01
Photon flux (10−9 cm−2 s−1) . . . . . . . 2.25±0.77±0.34
Energy flux Fγ (10−12 erg cm−2 s−1) 2.60±0.38±0.16
NOTE— Gamma-ray spectrum based on LAT data between
MJD54682–58289 over the standard energy range from
100MeV to 100GeV. The first reported uncertainties are
statistical, while the second uncertainties are systematic,
determined by re-analyzing the data with bracketing IRFs
and artificially changing the normalization of the Galactic
diffuse model by ±6%, as described in Abdo et al. (2013).
2.2. Search
For many pulsars, LAT data covering several years of ob-
servation time are needed for significant pulsation detection
(e.g. Hou et al. 2014). Searching for pulsations requires as-
signing every gamma-ray photon with the pulsar’s rotational
phase Φ (defined in rotations throughout the paper) at the
time of emission. To do this a phase model Φ(t,λ) is used
that depends on time t and (for circular-binary pulsars) on
a set of at least seven parameters λ = ( f , f˙ ,α,δ,Porb,x, tasc).
These parameters are needed to: (1) Correct the photon ar-
rival times for the LAT’s movement with respect to the Solar
System Barycenter (sky position α and δ). (2) In the case of a
circular binary, account for the pulsar’s movement around the
center of mass (orbital period Porb, projected semi-major axis
x and epoch of ascending node tasc). (3) Describe the pul-
sar’s rotation over time (spin frequency f and spin-frequency
derivative f˙ ).
The ephemeris obtained by timing a radio pulsar over a
short interval often does not determine the parameters pre-
cisely enough to coherently fold the multiple years of LAT
data. For intervals of less than a year the spin and position
parameters of the pulsar are strongly correlated (i.e. degen-
erate). Over longer intervals the uncertainties in the spin pa-
rameters scale with negative powers of the observation time
span. The uncertainty in the orbital period scales inversely
with the observation time span if the observation time span is
longer than the orbital period.
Searches for binary gamma-ray pulsars are therefore com-
putationally expensive, as a multi-dimensional parameter
space must be searched with a dense grid (Pletsch et al.
2012). The radio detection and timing are therefore crucial to
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constrain the relevant parameter space that has to be searched
to find the gamma-ray pulsations.
Using the radio data Bassa et al. (2017b) found that
PSR J0952−0607 is in a circular binary orbit. Furthermore,
they measured α and δ by identifying the companion star
using optical data taken with the Wide Field Camera (WFC)
on the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope on La Palma. Barycen-
tering the radio data according to α and δ obtained from the
optical data resulted in an upper limit on f˙ and determined
f more accurately. Furthermore the radio timing constrained
the orbital parameters Porb, x and tasc.
The gamma-ray pulsation search was performed one
month after the radio discovery, and exploited preliminary
constraints from radio timing of the pulsar combined with
the optical position.
In the gamma-ray pulsation search we used the H statistic
(de Jager et al. 1989). It combines the Fourier power from
several harmonics incoherently by maximizing over the first
M harmonics via
H = max
1≤M≤Mmax
(
4−4M +
M∑
n=1
Pn
)
, (1)
with Mmax = 20 as suggested by de Jager et al. (1989). The
Fourier power in the nth harmonic is given by
Pn = 1
κ2
∣∣∣∣∣∣
N∑
j=1
w je
−2piinΦ(t j)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (2)
with the normalization constant,
κ2 =
1
2
N∑
j=1
w2j . (3)
The construction of a grid for this search was done using a
distance “metric” on the parameter space (Balasubramanian
et al. 1996; Owen 1996). This is a second-order Taylor ap-
proximation of the fractional loss in squared S/N due to an
offset from the parameters of a given signal. The metric al-
lows one to compute analytically the density of an optimally
spaced grid. This method was successfully used in the blind
search (i.e. a search for a previously undetected pulsar) for
the black widow PSR J1311−3430 (Pletsch et al. 2012).
The metric components for the parameters of an isolated
pulsar are given in Pletsch & Clark (2014), and the addi-
tional components required to search for a binary pulsar will
be described in an upcoming paper (Nieder et al. 2019, in
prep.). The grid point density computed with the metric
varies throughout the parameter space. The grid density in
α and δ increases as f increases. This is also the case for the
orbital parameters. In addition, for Porb and tasc the grid point
density increases with the projected semi-major axis, x. The
small x typical for black-widow pulsars with their low-mass
companions therefore greatly reduces the required density.
In addition, when performing a harmonic-summing search,
any parameter offset results in a phase offset at the nth har-
monic that is a factor of n larger than at the fundamental.
To avoid this, the search grid density must be increased by
a factor of Mmax in each parameter. Fortunately, known
gamma-ray pulsars have most power in the first few harmon-
ics (Pletsch & Clark 2014). We therefore designed the search
grid to lose at most 1% of the Fourier power in the fifth har-
monic in each dimension. The harmonic summing was also
truncated atMmax = 5 to reduce computing cost. The required
number of points in the search grid was reduced this way by a
factor of 45 (≈ 1000) compared to a grid built forMmax = 20.
This search grid was designed to be very dense since the pul-
sar signal was expected to be weak due to the small number
of photons.
Based on the distance metric we built a hypercubic grid
covering the relevant parameter space in f , f˙ , α, δ and Porb.
This means that the parameter space is broken down into
smaller cells. The edges of these cells are parallel to the pa-
rameter axes and of equal length in each dimension as com-
puted by the distance metric. We note that a simple hyper-
cubic grid is sufficient because the metric is nearly diagonal
(off-diagonal terms are small; Nieder et al. 2019, in prep.),
and the dimensionality is low. For higher-dimensional pa-
rameter spaces hypercubic grids become extremely waste-
ful. The projected semi-major axis and the epoch of the as-
cending node were known precisely enough from the radio
ephemeris that no search over these parameters was neces-
sary. In summary, we performed a grid-based search over
five parameters ( f , f˙ , α, δ and Porb) while keeping two pa-
rameters (x and tasc) fixed to the values from the radio timing
solution.
The search used 2× 105 CPU-core hours, meaning that
the search would have taken 24 years to compute on a sin-
gle core. Therefore, we distributed the work in chunks over
8000 CPU cores of the ATLAS computing cluster (Aulbert
& Fehrmann 2009), and the search took only 2 days.
2.3. Detection
To ensure that the signal was inside the covered parameter
space we searched over wide ranges in the highly correlated
f (4σ), α and δ (5σ each), where σ is the parameter uncer-
tainty obtained from preliminary radio and optical observa-
tions. The chosen search range for Porb (3σ) was smaller be-
cause the radio-timing derived Porb was not degenerate with
the other parameters.
Surprisingly, the largest H statistic appeared close to the
edge of our search range in f and with a significant offset
in α and δ. The latter was determined to be due to an er-
ror in the initial astrometric calibration of the optical images
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of the optical counterpart. After the discovery of this error
only the corrected α and δ values were published by Bassa
et al. (2017b). The offset in f arose from the strong correla-
tion with α and δ. Therefore we started another search with
the same settings starting from the highest f covered in the
first search. The largest H statistic was Hm = 86.7 (without
refining the parameters any further) and lay well within the
combined search parameter space.
While this H statistic was far larger than any other found
in our search, it is not easy to estimate the statistical sig-
nificance (or false-alarm probability) of the maximum value
found in a dense, multi-dimensional H statistic search (see
Appendix A). We therefore applied a “bootstrapping” pro-
cedure (described in Appendix A) to estimate the detection
significance from the search results themselves, finding a
trials-corrected false-alarm probability of PFA ≈ 3.3× 10−3.
After extending our data set to cover the extra year of data
as explained in Section 2.1, and without using a weight cut
(which is only introduced for computational reasons), we
found that the H statistic value increased to H = 102.9 with-
out further refinement (i.e. in a single trial). Since no addi-
tional trials have been performed in this step, we can multi-
ply our false-alarm probability estimate by the known single-
trial false-alarm probability (Kerr 2011) for this increase
(PFA = exp(−0.3984∆Hm) = 1.6× 10−3), giving an overall
false-alarm probability of PFA ≈ 5.3× 10−6 in the extended
data set, confirming the detection.
3. GAMMA-RAY TIMING
3.1. Methods
We performed a timing analysis to measure precisely the
parameters describing the pulsar’s evolution over the obser-
vation time. We also allowed additional parameters to vary
to test for measurable orbital eccentricity and proper motion
of the binary. Instead of using a fixed search grid we use
a Monte Carlo sampling algorithm to explore the parame-
ter space around the signal parameters detected in the search.
The general timing methods are also described by Clark et al.
(2015, 2017) extending the methods developed by Ray et al.
(2011) and Kerr et al. (2015). We enhanced these methods
with the option to marginalize over the parameters of the tem-
plate pulse profile as described in detail later in this section.
The starting point for the timing procedure is the construc-
tion of a template pulse profile, gˆ(Φ), for which we used a
combination of Np symmetrical Gaussian peaks (Abdo et al.
2013),
gˆ(Φ) =

1− Np∑
i=1
ai

+ Np∑
i=1
ai g(Φ,µi,σi) . (4)
The term ag(Φ,µ,σ) denotes a wrapped Gaussian peak with
amplitude a, peaked at phase µ with width σ:
g(Φ,µ,σ) =
1
σ
√
2π
∞∑
k=−∞
exp
(
−
(Φ+ k−µ)2
2σ2
)
. (5)
The phase at the first peak µ1 is chosen to be the reference
phase for the template. Phases of any other peak i are mea-
sured relative to the first peak as phase offset µi −µ1 to avoid
correlation with the overall phase. The template is fit to the
weighted pulse profile obtained from the phase-folded data
by maximizing over the likelihood,
L(gˆ,λ) =
N∏
j=1
[w jgˆ(Φ(t j,λ))+ (1−w j)] . (6)
The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC; Schwarz 1978) is
used to choose the number of peaks by minimizing
BIC = −2log(L(gˆ,λ))+ k log

 N∑
j=1
w j

 , (7)
where the number of free parameters in the model is de-
noted by k. Thus, adding a new parameter is penalized by
log(
∑N
j=1w j) to avoid overfitting. The penalty factor for
adding more Gaussian peaks to the template pulse profile
scales with k = 3×Np as each peak is described by 3 pa-
rameters.
As described by Clark et al. (2017), this template pulse
profile is used to explore the multi-dimensional likelihood
surface by varying the pulsar parameters with the goal to find
the parameter combination that gives the maximum likeli-
hood. We use our own implementation of the Affine Invari-
ant Monte Carlo method described by Goodman & Weare
(2010) to run many Monte Carlo chains in parallel for the ex-
ploration and the efficient parallelization scheme described
by Foreman-Mackey et al. (2013). The computations are dis-
tributed over several CPU cores.
This is repeated iteratively. Whenever a new best com-
bination of parameters is found the template is updated us-
ing the new timing solution’s phase-folded data. Usually this
converges after a few iterations. Additional parameters (e.g.
eccentricity) are added one after the other and the described
timing procedure is restarted each time. Here again the BIC
is used to decide whether the addition of a new parameter sig-
nificantly improves the pulsar ephemeris. For the timing of
bright pulsars (e.g., Clark et al. 2017) this iterative approach
is sufficient.
For faint pulsars like PSR J0952−0607, the uncertainty in
the gamma-ray pulse profile is not negligible. Using a fixed
pulse profile template for weak pulsars could lead to system-
atic biases and underestimated uncertainties in the timing pa-
rameters. We therefore treated the template parameters in the
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same way as the pulsar parameters and let them vary jointly
(as also done in An et al. 2017).
Joint variation of pulsar and template parameters results in
larger but more realistic uncertainties on the pulsar parame-
ters but should be used with a caveat. Varying pulsar param-
eters will always line up photons as close as possible to the
same rotational phases to maximize the log-likelihood. The
Monte Carlo algorithm finds combinations of parameters that
lead to some photons being closer to the maximum of a peak
and thus to a higher and narrower peak. But if these param-
eters do not describe the actual pulsar well, other photons
will be shifted to phases outside the range of the peak lead-
ing to a penalty preventing the acceptance of these parame-
ter combinations. The joint variation of pulsar and template
parameters however raises the chances of combinations that
do not describe the actual pulsar well, as the peak position
shifts to the phase where a combination of pulsar parameters
leads to a narrow peak. This is a problem for a faint pulsar
like PSR J0952−0607 as the penalty factor is weaker due to
the smaller amount of photons. Furthermore for a pulsar like
PSR J0952−0607 with two close peaks the penalty factor can
be reduced by having one broader peak and one very narrow
peak.
To address this problem we adjusted our priors on the tem-
plate parameters. As for the pulsar parameters we used uni-
form priors for most template parameters. For the width pa-
rameters we used log-uniform priors and constrained them to
peaks broader than 5% of a rotation, to disfavor extremely
narrow peaks which only cover few photons, and narrower
than half a rotation (full-width at half maximum FWHMi =
2
√
2log(2)σi in the range 0.05 < FWHMi < 0.5). This led
to a steadier rise in H statistic over time and a pulse profile
similar to what we get when folding the gamma-ray data with
the updated radio timing solution (see Section 4.1) reported
in Table 2. In Figure 1 we show 100 pulse profile templates
randomly picked from the resulting template parameter dis-
tribution.
3.2. Solution
Our timing solution is shown in Table 2. We did not
find clear pulsations in the beginning of the Fermi mission
at MJD54682 and therefore our timing solution starts at
MJD 55750 (see Figure 1). We discuss the absence of pul-
sations prior to MJD55750 below.
The gamma-ray pulse profile is likely double-peaked as
the double-peaked template is favored by the BIC over the
single-peaked template. The template parameters leading to
the highest likelihood are given in Table 2.
All of the measured parameters are consistent with the ini-
tial published radio solution. The published values and un-
certainties on α and δ from the optical counterpart are con-
sistent and comparable to the ones in the gamma-ray tim-
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Figure 1. Integrated pulse profile after MJD55750 and phase-
time diagram of PSR J0952−0607 showing two identical rotations
for clarity. Top: The orange curve indicates the template with the
highest BIC. The transparent black curves illustrate 100 represen-
tative templates randomly selected from the Monte Carlo samples
after the chain stabilized. The histogram shows the weighted pho-
ton counts with 30 bins per rotation. The dashed blue line shows
the estimated background level. Bottom: Each point represents the
rotational phase of a detected gamma-ray photon and its gray scale
indicates the probability weight. The dashed-dotted green line de-
notes the start of our timing solution at MJD55750.
ing solution (Bassa et al. 2017b). As expected from the
much longer timing baseline the uncertainties on f and Porb
are much smaller than in the initial radio-timing solution.
Furthermore, it is possible to measure the spin-frequency
derivative, f˙obs = −2.382(8)× 10−15 Hz s−1. A second spin-
frequency derivative, f¨ , is clearly disfavored by the BIC. The
gamma-ray timing solution is consistent with an updated ra-
dio ephemeris based on radio data spanning 796 days and the
parameter uncertainties are comparable or smaller (see Sec-
tion 4.1 and Table 2).
It is not possible for us confidently to determine proper
motion as we find hints for and against non-zero proper
motion. Allowing proper motion to vary jointly with the
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Table 2. Properties of PSR J0952−0607 from gamma-ray and radio timing.
Parameter Gamma-ray Radio
Span of timing data (MJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55750a – 58289 57759 – 58555
Reference epoch (MJD) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57980 57980
Timing Parameters
R.A., α (J2000.0) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 09h52m08.s322(2) 09h52m08.s32141(5)
Decl., δ (J2000.0) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . −06◦07′23.′′51(4) −06◦07′23.′′490(2)
Spin frequency, f (Hz) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 707.3144458307(7) 707.31444583103(6)
Spin-frequency derivative, f˙obs (Hz s−1) . . . . −2.382(8)×10−15 −2.388(4)×10−15
Dispersion measure, DM (pc cm−3) . . . . . . . 22.411533(11)
Orbital period, Porb (d) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.267461034(7) 0.2674610347(5)
Projected semi-major axis, x (lt-s) . . . . . . . . 0.0626670b 0.0626670(9)
Epoch of ascending node, tasc (MJD) . . . . . 57980.4479516b 57980.4479516(5)
Template Pulse Profile Parameters
Amplitude of first peak, α1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.65(18)
Phase of first peak, µ1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.431(39)
Width of first peak, σ1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.064(23)
Amplitude of second peak, α2 . . . . . . . . . . . 0.35(24)
Phase offset of second to first peak, µ2 −µ1 0.198(27)
Width of second peak, σ2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.040(52)
Derived Properties (combined results)
Spin-frequency derivativec, f˙int (Hz s−1) . . . −2.3×10−15
Characteristic aged, τc (Gyr) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4.9
Spin-down powerd, E˙ (erg s−1) . . . . . . . . . . . 6.4×1034
Surface B-fieldd, Bsurf (G) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.2×107
Light-cylinder B-fieldd, BLC (G) . . . . . . . . . . 2.7×105
NOTE—Numbers in parentheses are statistical 1σ uncertainties. The JPL DE405 solar system
ephemeris has been used and times refer to TDB.
aValidity range of timing solution when the data starts at MJD54682.
bFixed to values from radio timing solution.
cAssuming no proper motion, see Section 5.
dProperties are derived as described in Abdo et al. (2013) on the basis of the estimated intrinsic
spin-frequency derivative f˙int.
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template parameters results in a significantly improved H
statistic, log-likelihood and BIC. The timing analysis sets
the 95% confidence region on proper motion to µα cosδ ∈
[−27.4,−1.9]mas/yr and µδ ∈ [−23.0,19.1]mas/yr. The
most likely total proper motion µt =
√
µ2α cos2 δ +µ
2
δ is
14.8mas/yr with 95% upper limit of 25.3mas/yr. Typically,
however, it is assumed that the H statistic rises linearly with
exposure time and non-zero proper motion resulting from
this timing analysis leads to a bumpier rise in the H statistic
over time. This indicates that the proper motion resulting
from our analysis might not be correct. Keeping the tem-
plate fixed to the template parameters found by folding the
gamma-ray data with the radio ephemeris results in a 95%
confidence region on proper motion consistent with zero.
Zero proper motion is also favored by the BIC. The same
is found when using a single-peaked profile in the timing
analysis and varying the template parameters jointly.
The upper limit on proper motion corresponds to a trans-
verse velocity of vt = µt d = 120km s
−1× (d/1kpc). This re-
sults in high, but not unrealistic transverse velocities when
using the distances inferred from the dispersion measure
(d = 0.97kpc (Cordes & Lazio 2002, hereafter NE2001) or
d = 1.74kpc (Yao et al. 2017, hereafter YMW16)). As 90%
of the known MSPs in the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue6 (Manch-
ester et al. 2005) show transverse velocities below 200km s−1
the proper motion upper limit is unrealistic for the higher dis-
tances predicted by the optical observations (4.7–6.6kpc; see
Section 5).
Unsurprisingly, we were unable to detect a significant tim-
ing parallax. The maximum parallax time delay for the above
mentioned distance estimates is∆tpi,max ≈ (500lt-s)2/(2d)∼
1µs. In comparison the resolution with which we can mea-
sure the arrival time of the pulse is∆µ1/ f ≈ 61µs.
A circular orbit is clearly favored over an eccentric orbit
by the BIC. The 95% upper limit on eccentricity is set to
e< 0.004.
The missing pulsations before MJD55750 seem odd as the
tracks are clearly visible later in the mission (Figure 1). As
the pulsar is not very bright one explanation might be Pois-
son variations in the flux leading to the loss of pulsations for
a few hundred days. Possible pulsations before this period
might be too weak to be picked up again as the phase un-
certainty grows quickly outside the timing span. At the start
of the mission (MJD54682) the phase uncertainty is ∼ 0.6
rotations which could be a plausible explanation for loss of
coherence.
In order to understand the nature of the non-detection of
gamma-ray pulsations before MJD55750, we searched for
uncatalogued sources around PSR J0952−0607. We found 6
6 http://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat
uncatalogued sources with TS> 10 (∼ 3 sigma) within 5◦ of
PSR J0952−0607. These sources were then included in the
source model for subsequent analysis (see Section 2.1). To
measure the gamma-ray flux of PSR J0952−0607 over time
we slid a 750-day-long window in steps of 50 days over the
LAT data. In each of these steps we calculated the gamma-
ray flux of PSR J0952−0607 over the 750-days-width of the
window, which allowed us to measure the spectral param-
eters with reasonable precision. We found that the flux of
PSR J0952−0607 is lower in the beginning of the Fermi mis-
sion but the lower fluxes agree with the flux uncertainties
from the full time span. The TS values follow the same trend
as the gamma-ray fluxes in the sliding windows.
The gamma-ray source is too faint to test it unambiguously
for variability. The windows need to cover 750 days to keep
statistical precision. But that leaves only 5 independent time
bins to calculate the variability index with Equation (4) from
Abdo et al. (2010). The variability index computed with
these 5 bins is 7.18 with 4 degrees of freedom, which is be-
low the 99% confidence level of 13.277.
We also checked if the smaller 35◦ rocking angle used dur-
ing the first year of the Fermimission decreases the pulsation
significance. However, the small rocking angle is actually fa-
vorable as the exposure for PSR J0952−0607 is higher in the
beginning of the mission.
Variations of the orbital period might be another reason-
able explanation for the loss of clear pulsations. Such orbital-
period variations have been measured for several spider pul-
sars, e.g. for the original black widow pulsar PSRB1957+20
(Arzoumanian et al. 1994). Nevertheless the penalty for
adding orbital-period derivatives led to an increase in the
BIC. Similarly, no significant semi-major-axis derivative was
found.
4. MULTI WAVELENGTH
4.1. Updated Radio Timing
Bassa et al. (2017b) presented a timing solution for
PSR J0952−0607 based on observations with the LOFAR
high-band antennas (HBAs) over a time baseline of approx-
imately 100 days. Due to this short time baseline, the as-
trometric and rotational parameters were degenerate, and a
constraint on f˙ was only possible by fixing the pulsar po-
sition to that of the optical counterpart. Observations of
PSR J0952−0607 with LOFAR have been ongoing using
an identical observational setup as in Bassa et al. (2017b),
namely a single tied-array beam formed from the HBAs of
the central 23 LOFAR (van Haarlem et al. 2013) core sta-
tions, using 78MHz of bandwidth at a central frequency of
149MHz. Before May 2018, several 5min integrations were
obtained at each observing epoch; after that the integration
times were increased to 20min. These observations were
obtained at a roughly monthly cadence. As described in
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Bassa et al. (2017b), these observations were coherently de-
dispersed, folded with DSPSR (van Straten & Bailes 2011)
and analyzed using tools in the PSRCHIVE software suite
(Hotan et al. 2004) and the TEMPO2 pulsar timing software
(Hobbs et al. 2006; Edwards et al. 2006).
The phase-connected timing solution from Bassa et al.
(2017b) was improved by using all LOFAR HBA observa-
tions that used 78MHz of bandwidth (hence excluding the
discovery and initial follow-up observations which used half
the bandwidth). Pulse time-of-arrival (TOA) measurements
were obtained by referencing pulse profiles of eight fre-
quency channels per observation to a single analytic pulse
profile template. This procedure presumes that our data are
not sensitive to pulse-profile shape variations with frequency,
which was double-checked through inspection of the dif-
ference profiles of the top and bottom parts of the band-
pass: no significant structures were detected. The analytic
pulse profile was created using the PSRCHIVE (van Straten
et al. 2012) package PAAS and was constructed from five
von Mises functions that were fitted to the integrated body of
observations and fully modeled any detectable pulse shapes.
The resulting timing solution extends the timing baseline to
2.2 years and breaks the degeneracy between the astromet-
ric and rotational parameters (see Table 2). Upon inspec-
tion of the data, a new covariance was detected, namely be-
tween a significant (> 4σ) decrease in the dispersion mea-
sure of this pulsar (which was found to be decreasing by
5× 10−5 pccm−3 yr−1) and the spin period. Notwithstanding
the significance of this decrease, the strong anticorrelation
of this parameter with the pulse period suggests an underes-
timate of its measurement significance, which is commonly
found in pulsar-timing analyses (e.g., Coles et al. 2011), par-
ticularly in non-periodic parameters such as linear gradients
in dispersion measure. Consequently this decrease was not
included in our present analysis, but future monitoring to al-
low more robust disentanglement of the spin period and the
dispersion measure variability is warranted. We find no evi-
dence for radio eclipses in the six LOFAR observations with
orbital phases between 0.15 < φorb < 0.35. Using the TOAs
from this orbital phase range we set a 3σ upper limit on time
delays due to additional dispersion of∆t < 2.3µs, and hence
∆DM< 1.2×10−5 pc cm−3.
4.2. Optical Photometry
Bassa et al. (2017b) presented an r′-band light curve of the
optical companion to PSR J0952−0607 taken by the WFC on
the 2.5m Isaac Newton Telescope on La Palma. The orbital
light curve features a single maximum peaking at r′ ≈ 22 at
the pulsar’s inferior conjunction, interpreted as being due to
the pulsar heating the inside face (the “day” side) of a tidally
locked companion. (Bassa et al. 2017b) modeled this light
curve with the Icarus package (Breton et al. 2012), find-
ing that PSR J0952−0607 is likely to have an inclination an-
gle i ∼ 40◦, but the lack of color information precluded a
robust estimate of other system parameters (e.g. companion
temperature, heating, companion radius).
To more fully investigate the optical counterpart to
PSR J0952−0607, we obtained multi-color photometry using
ULTRACAM (Dhillon et al. 2007) on the 3.58m New Tech-
nology Telescope (NTT) at ESO La Silla, and HiPERCAM
(Dhillon et al. 2016, 2018) on the 10.4m Gran Telescopio
Canarias (GTC) on La Palma. The observation specifics are
given in Table 3.
These data were calibrated and reduced using the ULTRA-
CAM7 and HiPERCAM8 software pipelines. Standard CCD
calibration procedures were applied using bias and flat field
frames taken during each run.
We extracted instrumental magnitudes using aperture pho-
tometry, and performed “ensemble photometry” (Honeycutt
1992) to correct for airmass effects and varying transparency.
Magnitudes in gs,rs, is and zs 9 were calibrated using compar-
ison stars chosen from the Pan-STARRS1 (Chambers et al.
2016) catalog, after fitting for a color term accounting for
differences between our filter sets and the Pan-STARRS1 fil-
ters. The HiPERCAM us observations were flux calibrated
using zero points derived from observations of two SDSS
standard stars (Smith et al. 2002) taken on 2019 January 11.
The resulting HiPERCAM magnitudes for three nearby stars
to PSR J0952−0607 were used to flux calibrate the ULTRA-
CAM us data. Finally, the airmass- and ensemble-corrected
count rates (C) were converted to AB flux densities accord-
ing to our measured zero point counts in each frame (C0) by
SAB = 3631(C/C0) Jy.
4.3. Optical Light Curve Modeling
As in Bassa et al. (2017b), the Icarus software was used
to estimate parameters of the binary system. To do this, we
performed a Bayesian parameter estimation using the nested
sampling algorithm MultiNest (Feroz et al. 2013) via
the Python package PyMultiNest (Buchner et al. 2014).
Icarus produces model light curves by computing a grid
of surface elements covering the companion star, and cal-
culating and summing the projected line-of-sight flux from
each element. Here the flux from each surface element was
computed by integrating spectra from the Göttingen Spectral
Library models of Husser et al. (2013).
In these fits we assumed that the companion star is tidally
locked to the pulsar, and varied the following parameters: the
7 http://deneb.astro.warwick.ac.uk/phsaap/software/ultracam/html/
8 http://deneb.astro.warwick.ac.uk/phsaap/hipercam/docs/html/
9 ULTRACAM and HiPERCAM use identical higher-throughput versions
of the SDSS filter set, which we refer to as Super-SDSS filters: us, gs, rs, is,
and zs (Dhillon et al. 2018).
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Table 3. New optical photometry of the companion of PSR J0952−0607.
Night beginning Instrument+Telescope Filters φorb Airmass Seeing Photometric
2018 June 03 ULTRACAM+NTT us, gs, is 0.64–1.09 1.1–2.1 1.0′′–2.0′′ yes
2018 June 04 ULTRACAM+NTT us, gs, is 0.37–0.71 1.1–1.6 1.0′′–3.0′′ no
2019 January 12 HiPERCAM+GTC us, gs, rs, is, zs 0.77–0.92 1.25–2.0 < 1.5′′ yes
2019 January 13a HiPERCAM+GTC us, gs, rs, is, zs 0.37–0.72 1.25–2.0 1.5′′–2.0′′ no
2019 March 02b ULTRACAM+NTT us, gs, is 0.91–1.29 1.1–1.6 0.8′′–1.2′′ no
2019 March 03 ULTRACAM+NTT us, gs, is 0.72–0.88 1.2–1.4 1.2′′–2.4′′ no
1.16–1.72 1.1–1.9
NOTE— Orbital phases are in fractions of an orbit, with φorb = 0 corresponding to the pulsar’s ascending node.
The ULTRACAM data from 2018 were taken as a series of 20s exposures in gs and is, and 60s in us. The 2019
ULTRACAM observations were taken with 10s exposures in gs and is, and 30s in us. The HiPERCAM data cover
us,gs,rs, is and zs simultaneously with exposure times of 60s in us,gs,rs and 30s in is and zs.
aDuring an episode around φorb = 0.6 seeing reached over 2.3′′ and 20 exposures had to be removed.
bWe removed several frames due to intermittent clouds during the observations when the transmission dropped to
nearly zero.
companion star’s “night”-side temperature (Tn); the “irradiat-
ing temperature” (Tirr defined such that the “day”-side tem-
perature T 4d = T
4
irr +T
4
n , under the assumption that the pulsar’s
irradiating flux is immediately thermalized and re-radiated,
and therefore simply adds to the companion star’s intrinsic
flux at each point on the surface, as in Breton et al. 2013);
the binary inclination angle (i); the Roche lobe filling factor
( fRL, defined as the ratio between the companion’s radius to-
wards the pulsar and the inner Lagrange point (L1) radius);
the distance modulus (µ = 5log10(d)− 5), with distance d in
pc; and the mass of the pulsar (Mpsr). At each point, the
companion mass (Mc) and mass ratio (q =Mpsr/Mc) were de-
rived from the binary mass function according to the timing
measurements of Porb and x presented in Table 2. We also
marginalize over interstellar extinction and reddening, pa-
rameterized by the E(B −V ) of Green et al. (2018), scaled
using the coefficients given therein for Pan-STARRS1 fil-
ter bands. We adopted a Gaussian prior for E(B −V ) (trun-
cated at zero), using the value from Green et al. (2018) for
d > 1kpc in the direction of PSR J0952−0607, E(B −V ) =
0.065±0.02, found by fitting the line-of-sight dust distribu-
tion using the apparent magnitudes of nearby main-sequence
stars in the Pan-STARRS1 catalog. We adopted uniform pri-
ors on the remaining parameters (and uniform in cos i), with
Mpsr and fRL limited to lie within 1.2 <Mpsr < 2.5M⊙, and
0.1 < fRL < 1. Temperatures Tn and Td were constrained
to lie within the range covered by the atmosphere models,
2300< T < 12000K.
At each point in the sampling, Icarus computed model
light curves in each band. To account for remaining system-
atic uncertainties in the flux calibration, extinction, and at-
mosphere models, the model light curve in each band was
re-scaled at each parameter location to maximize the penal-
ized chi-squared log-likelihood. Overall calibration offsets
were allowed for each band, and penalized by a zero-mean
Gaussian prior on the scaling factor in each band with a
width of 0.1mag (a conservative estimate based on our cali-
bration to the Pan-STARRS1 magnitudes). We also allowed
small offsets between the calibrations for each ULTRACAM
run and the HiPERCAM observations, which we penalized
with an additional Gaussian prior with width 0.05mag (also
a conservative estimate from the differences in magnitudes
of comparison stars in the field of view on each night). In
initial fits, our best-fitting model resulted in a reduced chi-
squared greater than unity. We therefore also re-scaled the
uncertainties in each band to maximize the (re-normalized)
log-likelihood at each point in the sampling. We also found
that the fit improved substantially when we fit for a small or-
bital phase offset. Such orbital phase offsets are often seen in
the optical light curves of black widow pulsars and have been
interpreted as being due to asymmetric heating from the pul-
sar, which could be caused by reprocessing of the pulsar wind
by an intra-binary shock (e.g., Sanchez & Romani 2017).
The best-fitting light curve model is shown in Figure 2,
with posterior distributions for the fit parameters shown in
Figure 3.
4.4. Search for Continuous Gravitational Waves
We carried out a search for near-monochromatic continu-
ous gravitational waves phase-locked at twice the pulsar ro-
tation phase for the source PSR J0952−0607 using data from
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Figure 2. Optical light curve of the companion to PSR J0952−0607, phased using the gamma-ray timing ephemeris. For clarity, the HiPER-
CAM and ULTRACAM fluxes have been combined into 180 s and 300 s time bins, respectively, via weighted average. The unbinned data were
used for the light curve model fitting. Dashed and solid curves show the flux in each band as predicted by the best-fitting Icarusmodel before
and after allowing for uncertainties in the flux calibrations (see text), respectively.
the first and second runs (O110 and O211) of the two Ad-
vanced LIGO detectors (Vallisneri et al. 2015). The observa-
tion period spans 707 days from September 2015 to August
2017 and comprises 183 days (169 days) of data from the
Hanford (Livingston) detector.
We employ the coherent multi-detector detection statis-
tic 2F (Jaranowski et al. 1998; Cutler & Schutz 2005) that
we implemented in the LIGO-LALSUITE library12. 2F is
the log-likelihood maximised over the amplitude parameters
h0,cos ι,ψ and Φ0 for a near-monochromatic13 gravitational
wave signal with given frequency and frequency-derivative
values, from a source in a binary at a given sky position and
with given orbital parameters, in Gaussian noise. h0 is the
intrinsic gravitational wave amplitude at the detector, ι the
angle between the total angular momentum of the pulsar and
the line of sight to it from Earth, ψ is the gravitational wave
polarization angle and Φ0 the signal phase at a nominal ref-
erence time. In this search we assume the gravitational wave
frequency and frequency derivatives equal to twice the val-
ues measured for the pulsar rotation frequency and its deriva-
tives. In Gaussian noise the detection statistic 2F follows a
χ2-distribution with 4 degrees of freedom and non-centrality
parameter equal to 0: the expected value is µ = 4.0, and the
standard deviation is σ = 2
√
2. If a signal is present, the non-
centrality parameter is proportional to the square of the in-
10 https://doi.org/10.7935/K57P8W9D
11 https://doi.org/10.7935/CA75-FM95
12 https://git.ligo.org/lscsoft/lalsuite/
13 The signal is not strictly monochromatic because of the measured non-
zero spin-frequency derivative.
trinsic gravitational wave amplitude at the detector, h0, and
to the total observation time.
The search yields the value 2F = 9.9, which is well within
the bulk of the distribution consistent with a null result.
Based on the measured value of the detection statistic, we set
a frequentist 95% upper limit on the intrinsic gravitational
wave amplitude, h95%0 , following a now standard procedure
first developed by some of us (Abbott et al. 2004). h95%0
is the smallest intrinsic gravitational wave amplitude such
that 95% of the population of signals that could be emit-
ted by PSR J0952−060714 would yield a detection statistic
value greater than the measured one, 2F = 9.9. We find
h95%0 = 6.6× 10−26. The uncertainty on this upper limit is
∼ ±14%, including instrument calibration errors (Cahillane
et al. 2017).
5. DISCUSSION
The pulsar’s spin period is defined as P = 1/ f and the
spin-period derivative is P˙ = − f˙/ f 2. The observed spin pe-
riod for PSR J0952−0607 from gamma-ray and radio timing
is Pobs = 1.414ms and the observed spin-period derivative is
P˙obs = 4.76×10−21 ss−1.
The intrinsic spin-period derivative P˙int can be estimated
from the observed value P˙obs = P˙int + P˙Gal + P˙Shk. P˙Gal rep-
resents the part of the spin-period derivative caused by the
relative Galactic acceleration (differential Galactic rotation
and acceleration due to the Galactic gravitational poten-
tial; e.g., Damour & Taylor 1991; Nice & Taylor 1995),
14 The possible signals span uniformly distributed values of −1≤ cos ι≤
1 and of 0≤ ψ ≤ 2pi.
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Figure 3. Posterior distributions for optical light curve modeling parameters. The last three parameters (companion mass Mc, volume-
averaged density ρ and heating efficiency ε) were derived from the values of the other fit parameters and the gamma-ray timing ephemeris.
Dashed vertical lines on histograms indicate the posterior mean and 95% confidence interval. Where non-uniform priors were assumed, these
are shown by red curves on the 1-dimensional histograms. Contour lines indicate 1σ and 2σ confidence regions, with individual samples outside
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Bsurf (dashed-dotted).
while P˙Shk accounts for the Shklovskii effect due to non-zero
proper motion (Shklovskii 1970). To estimate these effects
we use the dispersion measure distances d = (0.97,1.74)kpc
(Bassa et al. 2017b) predicted by the (NE2001, YMW16)
models. Here and in the following the brackets indicate
the two assumed distances. The estimated Galactic contri-
bution is P˙Gal = (1.7,2.2)× 10−22 ss−1. For the Shklovskii
effect we then find the 95% confidence region to P˙Shk ∈
([0,2.1], [0,3.8])× 10−21 ss−1 from the proper motion 95%
confidence region (see Section 3.2). Thus we constrain the
intrinsic spin-frequency derivative (at 95% confidence) to
P˙int ∈ [2.44,4.59]× 10−21 ss−1 for the NE2001 model and
P˙int ∈ [0.69,4.54]× 10−21 ss−1 for the YMW16 model. In
the following, we conservatively assumed zero proper mo-
tion (i.e. P˙Shk = 0) and used the fastest possible spin-down
rate, P˙int = 4.6×10−21 ss−1.
In Figure 4, PSR J0952−0607 is shown in a P-P˙ diagram
with the known pulsar population outside of globular clus-
ters. The spin parameters of the more than 2000 radio pul-
sars are taken from the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue6 (Manchester
et al. 2005).
Furthermore we estimated the characteristic age τc, the
spin-down power E˙, the surface magnetic field strength Bsurf
and the magnetic field strength at the light cylinder BLC (see
Table 2). To calculate these values we assumed the pulsar to
be a magnetic dipole with a canonical radius rpsr = 10km and
moment of inertia Ipsr = 1045 gcm2 (e.g., Abdo et al. 2013).
The same assumptions were used to plot the contour lines in
Figure 4.
Despite spinning so rapidly, PSR J0952−0607 is on the
fainter end of the gamma-ray MSP population. There are
several reasons why gamma-ray pulsars might appear faint,
including large distance, high background or low luminos-
ity (Hou et al. 2014). PSR J0952−0607 is not in a high-
background region. The large distance derived from the
optical modeling could be a possible explanation but dis-
agrees with the distance estimates derived from the dis-
persion measure, d = (0.97,1.74)kpc (NE2001, YMW16).
The inferred gamma-ray luminosity is Lγ = 4πd2Fγ fΩ ≈
(2.9,9.4)× 1032 ergs−1. The measured LAT energy flux Fγ
is given in Table 1 and we assumed no beaming (i.e., fΩ =
1). Thus for the dispersion-measure derived distances the
gamma-ray efficiency of ηγ = Lγ/E˙ ≈ (0.5%,1.5%) would
be at the lower end of the distribution of other MSPs (Abdo
et al. 2013).
Due to the non-detection of PSR J0952−0607 in X-rays
(FX < 1.1× 10−13 ergs−1 cm−2, Bassa et al. 2017b) we can
only give a lower limit for the gamma-ray-to-X-ray flux ratio
Fγ/FX > 20. This limit is at the lower end of the observed
distribution but still consistent with the literature (Marelli
et al. 2011, 2015; Abdo et al. 2013; Salvetti et al. 2017).
The peak of the observed optical light curve is fairly broad
in orbital phase. This requires either low inclination such
that part of the heated face of the companion is visible over
a large range of orbital phases, or for the companion to be
close to filling its Roche lobe, such that the tidal deformation
results in an “ellipsoidal” component peaking at φorb = 0.5
and φorb = 1.0 (with φorb = 0 corresponding to the pulsar’s
ascending node) where the visible surface area of the com-
panion is largest. Our best fitting Icarus model favors the
latter explanation, with fRL ≈ 88% and i ≈ 61◦. However,
high filling factors imply a larger and hence more luminous
companion, and therefore require greater distance, with our
model having d ∼ 4.7–6.6 kpc. This disagrees strongly with
the DM-derived distance estimates of d = 0.97 kpc (NE2001)
and d = 1.74 kpc (YMW16).
We tried to re-fit the optical light curve with the distance
fixed at the YMW16 distance of d = 1.74 kpc, but the result-
ing model has a significantly worse fit, and the low filling
factor required results in an extremely high volume-averaged
density for the companion (ρ) in excess of 100 g cm−3. For
comparison, the densest known black widow companions
have densities of around 50 g cm−3 (e.g. PSR J0636+5128
Kaplan et al. 2018), with the record being that of the black
widow candidate 3FGL J1653.6−0158 in a 75-min orbit (Ro-
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mani et al. 2014) where ρ & 70 g cm−3. These objects have
been proposed to be the descendants of ultra-compact X-ray
binaries, but this origin is unlikely for PSR J0952−0607 given
its much longer orbital period (van Haaften et al. 2012). If
the DM distances are assumed, the required density suggests
that the companion star consists mostly of degenerate mat-
ter. A low filling factor may also explain the absence of radio
eclipses seen from PSR J0952−0607. Alternatively, the low-
density, large-distance solution has ρ∼ 2.75 g cm−3, close to
the density of brown dwarfs of similar mass and temperature
given by the model considered in Kaplan et al. (2018).
We note that similar discrepancies in model distances were
seen by Sanchez & Romani (2017) when using a direct-
heating model. Romani & Sanchez (2016) and Sanchez
& Romani (2017) considered models which additionally in-
clude a contribution from reprocessing of the pulsar wind by
an intra-binary shock, which can wrap around the companion
star. This can produce broader light curves for lower filling
factors as some heating flux is re-directed further around the
sides of the companion star, and can also explain the small
phase offset required for our direct heating model by asym-
metry in the shock front. Such a model may improve the fit
for lower distances and filling factors, although an extremely
high companion density would still be required to match the
YMW16 distance. A likely explanation therefore could be
that some heating flux is reprocessed by a shock, and the
system has a moderate distance and filling factor, somewhat
larger than required by the YMW16 value, but below those
predicted by our direct-heating model. While more complex
irradiation models (e.g., Romani & Sanchez 2016) may be re-
quired to address this issue, a full investigation of alternative
models is beyond the scope of this study.
In both the small and large distance cases, we find that
the night side temperature of the companion is Tn ≈ 3000±
250K at 95% confidence. We also find a well-constrained
irradiating temperature of Tirr = 6100± 350K, higher than
that found from the single-band fit performed in Bassa et al.
(2017b). This heating parameter can be compared to the total
energy budget of the pulsar by calculating the “efficiency”, ε,
of conversion between spin-down power (E˙) and heating flux
(Breton et al. 2013),
ε =
4πA2σT 4irr
E˙
, (8)
with ε ∼ 20% being typical for black widow systems. The
efficiency is also shown in Figure 3, calculated from Tirr and
from the orbital separation (A = x (1+q)/sin i) at each point.
We find that heating represents a larger fraction of the pul-
sar’s total energy budget (ε ∼ 22% to 48% with 95% confi-
dence) than the observed gamma-ray emission ηγ ≈ 0.5%×
(d/1kpc)2. This estimate assumes that the pulsar’s heating
flux is emitted isotropically. As pointed out by Draghis &
Romani (2018), some models of pulsar gamma-ray emis-
sion predict stronger beaming towards the pulsar’s rotational
equator, and an MSP’s rotation should be aligned with the
orbital plane as a result of the spin-up process. The actual
gamma-ray luminosity directed towards the companion may
therefore be higher than we observe. Our optical fits sug-
gest a relatively face-on inclination (further evidenced by the
lack of eclipses observed in radio observations, which often
occur far outside the companion’s Roche lobe), and so the
comparative faintness of the pulsar’s observed gamma-ray
emission could be explained by the large viewing angle, and
the fact that flux is preferentially emitted in the equatorial
plane. A full modeling of the pulsar’s phase-aligned radio
and gamma-ray pulse profiles would provide an additional
test of this scenario by estimating the viewing and magnetic
inclination angles, and the relative beaming factors along our
line of sight and in the equatorial plane. So far this is inhib-
ited by the low significance of the gamma-ray light curve but
with the continuing LAT mission this might be possible with
more gamma-ray data in the future.
Alternatively, the difference between the heating flux and
gamma-ray emission may suggest that another mechanism,
e.g. the pulsar wind or intra-binary shock heating (Romani
& Sanchez 2016; Wadiasingh et al. 2017), is responsible for
heating the companion. Indeed, there is evidence for this be-
ing the case for the transitional PSR J1023−0038 where the
optical heating is apparently unchanged between the MSP
and LMXB states (Kennedy et al. 2018) despite a 5× in-
crease in the gamma-ray flux (Stappers et al. 2014).
As the optical counterpart to PSR J0952−0607 is faint
(peaking at r′ ≈ 22), it will be difficult to improve upon
this picture of the system. While it may be possible to
improve upon the day-side temperature measurement with
optical spectroscopy in the future, the companion is effec-
tively undetectable at minimum (r′ > 25.0), precluding op-
tical spectroscopic measurements of the companion’s night-
side temperature. We are also unable to constrain the mass
of PSR J0952−0607 using the optical data. Constraining the
pulsar mass would require a precise measurement of the bi-
nary mass ratio, which can be obtained for black widow
systems by comparing the radial velocities of the pulsar
and companion. Unfortunately, the optical counterpart of
PSR J0952−0607 is too faint (r′ ∼ 23 at quadrature when the
radial velocity is highest) for spectroscopic radial velocity
measurements to be feasible even with 10m-class telescopes.
The gamma-ray source shows no significant variability as
all flux measurements are consistent with the mean flux level.
The calculated variability index also indicates a non-varying
source. Here it is important to note that due to the low flux
of the source the time bins had to be 750 days long to keep
statistical precision. Therefore the variability index was cal-
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Figure 5. Aligned integrated gamma-ray and radio pulse profiles
of PSR J0952−0607 over two identical rotations. The black curve
shows the weighted LAT photon counts after MJD55750 in a his-
togram with 30 bins per rotation. The green error bars show the
phase uncertainty of the gamma-ray pulse profile. The estimated
background level is indicated by the dashed blue line. The radio
profile as seen by the LOFAR telescope in a 78MHz-band centered
at 149MHz is drawn in red. The error bars drawn in dark red in-
dicate the possible phase shift of the radio pulse profile due to a
dispersion measure variation of 10−3 pccm−3 over the time span of
the Fermi mission.
culated from only 5 independent time bins. Variations on
shorter timescales can also not be found this way.
The gamma-ray pulse profile of PSR J0952−0607 shows
two peaks which are separated by µ2 − µ1 ≈ 0.2 rotations.
This is typical for gamma-ray MSPs. More than half of
them are double peaked with a peak separation of 0.2 –
0.5 rotations (Abdo et al. 2013). The radio pulse profile
also shows two peaks with similar separation, with the radio
pulse slightly leading the gamma-ray pulse (see Figure 5).
The phase lag between the gamma-ray and radio pulse pro-
file seems to be ∼ 0.15 (the majority of two-peaked MSPs
show phase lags of 0.1 – 0.3; Abdo et al. 2013). Due to
a covariance between f and dispersion measure (see Sec-
tion 4.1) we were not able to measure significant variations
in the dispersion measure. A change in dispersion measure
of 10−3 pccm−3 over the course of the Fermi mission would
lead to an error in the phase offset of 13%.
Gamma-ray pulsars are a good way to identify the maxi-
mum spin frequency of neutron stars. Among the ten fastest
Galactic field pulsars only one pulsar has not been detected
in gamma rays. Until the discovery of the 707-Hz pulsar
PSR J0952−0607, the first MSP, PSRB1937+21, and the
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Figure 6. Frequency f and surface magnetic field strength Bsurf of
the knownMSP population outside of globular clusters. The surface
magnetic field of PSR J0952−0607 is computed assuming P˙Shk = 0
and thus represents an upper limit. The horizontal blue line repre-
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togram with 40 bins between 3.3×107G and 9×108G showing the
inferred surface magnetic field strengths for the known MSP popu-
lation (gray) and also the subset of LAT pulsars (green).
first black widow pulsar, PSRB1957+20, were the fastest-
spinning gamma-ray pulsars known (Guillemot et al. 2012).
Still, the mass-shedding spin limit for neutron stars is typ-
ically placed much higher at around 1200Hz (Cook et al.
1994; Lattimer & Prakash 2004). One mechanism that could
prevent neutron stars from spinning up to higher frequencies
is the emission of gravitational waves (for a recent work on
this subject see e.g., Gittins & Andersson 2018). Another
option could be that the spin-up torque might be smaller for
faster pulsars with lower magnetic field strengths (Patruno
et al. 2012; Bonanno & Urpin 2015).
The estimated intrinsic spin-period derivative implies
a very low surface magnetic field of 8.2 × 107 G for
PSR J0952−0607. Assuming non-zero proper motion would
result in an even lower surface magnetic field estimate. Just
nine pulsars including the gamma-ray pulsar with the low-
est surface magnetic field in the ATNF Pulsar Catalogue6
(Manchester et al. 2005), PSR J1544+4937 (Bhattacharyya
et al. 2013), show lower inferred surface magnetic fields
(Figure 6). The surface B-field of the other recent LOFAR-
detected pulsar, PSR J1552+5437, is only slightly bigger
(Pleunis et al. 2017). This might be a hint that pulsars with
low B-fields also have steeper spectra.
The pulsar distribution in Figure 6 indicates a lower limit
on the magnetic field strength independent of the spin fre-
quency. The equilibrium spin period as predicted by Alpar
et al. (1982) is Peq ∝ B6/7surfR18/7psr M−5/7psr M˙−3/7accr with pulsar ra-
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dius Rpsr, massMpsr and accretion rate M˙accr, which indicates
that the lowest spin periods can be reached for low magnetic
field strengths and high accretion rates. Nevertheless high
accretion rates lead to a rapid decrease of the magnetic field
strength and for low magnetic field strengths the angular mo-
mentum transfer is slower (Bonanno & Urpin 2015). In or-
der to spin up to millisecond periods a limiting magnetic field
strength and accretion rate can be set as a result of the amount
of time a neutron star can spend accreting matter being lim-
ited by the age of the universe (Pan et al. 2018). For a neutron
star with a mass of 1.4M⊙, a radius of 10km and a mini-
mum accretion rate of 7.26× 10−11M⊙ yr−1 we get a mini-
mum magnetic field strength of Bsurf & 3.3× 107G which is
consistent with the observed pulsar population.
No continuous gravitational waves are detected from
PSR J0952−0607, which is to date the fastest-spinning pulsar
targeted for gravitational wave emission. The 95% upper
limit on the intrinsic gravitational wave amplitude is set to
h95%0 = 6.6× 10−26. The corresponding upper limit on the
ellipticity is ǫ95% = 3.1×10−8× (d/1kpc)× (1045 g cm2/I),
where I is the principal moment of inertia of the pulsar.
The intrinsic gravitational wave amplitude at the detec-
tor needed to account for all of the spin-down energy lost
due to gravitational wave emission is hsd0 = 1.5× 10−27 ×
(1kpc/d)× (I/1045 g cm2)1/2 corresponding to an ellipticity
of ǫsd = 7.0×10−10× (1kpc/d).
As for many other high-frequency pulsars, the indirect
spin-down upper limit is smaller than our measured gravi-
tational wave upper limit, in this case a factor of ≈ 45, so it
is not surprising that a signal was not detected (Abbott et al.
2019). The quoted spin-down upper limit could be inaccurate
if the measured spin-down were affected by radial motions,
if the distance were smaller than estimated or if the moment
of inertia of the pulsar were different than the fiducial value
of 1045 g cm2. In the case of PSR J0952−0607 it is unlikely
that all these effects could bridge a gap of nearly two orders
of magnitude, but in line with the “eyes-wide-open" spirit of
previous searches for gravitational waves from known pul-
sars (see Abbott et al. (2019, 2017); Aasi et al. (2014) and
references therein) we all the same perform the search.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Using a sensitive, fully-coherent pulsation search tech-
nique, we detected gamma-ray pulsations from the radio pul-
sar PSR J0952−0607 in a search around the parameters re-
ported by Bassa et al. (2017b). New timing methods were
developed to cope with the low signal strength, allowing us
to measure the spin rate, sky position and orbital period with
high precision, and in agreement with the updated radio tim-
ing ephemeris. Furthermore thanks to the longer gamma-ray
time span we reliably constrained the intrinsic spin-period
derivative P˙int . 4.6×10−21 ss−1. This measurement provides
estimates of physical parameters such as the spin-down lu-
minosity (E˙ . 6.4× 1034 erg s−1), and a surface magnetic
field (Bsurf . 8.2× 107 G) among the lowest of any detected
gamma-ray pulsar. Although the resulting timing solution
spans 7 years to the present data, we were unable to extend
this to cover data earlier than MJD55750. We investigated
several possible reasons. Flux variations could lead to the
loss of pulsations. A time-varying orbital period as seen in
several spider pulsars would cause a loss of phase coherence.
With our current data we are not able to tell the true reason.
In the absence of orbital period variations or state changes,
improved timing precision from additional data should help
determine the cause.
We also obtained new multi-band photometry of the pul-
sar’s optical counterpart, and modeled the resulting light
curve. To explain the observed optical flux, our models
require either a much larger distance (∼ 5 kpc) than the
DM-distance estimates of 0.97 kpc (NE2001) to 1.74 kpc
(YMW16), or a small and extremely dense companion ρ≫
100 g cm−3. More complex optical models including intra-
binary shocks might help to solve this discrepancy, but a
full investigation of other models is beyond the scope of this
work. We found that the pulsar flux heating the companion
star accounts for a much larger fraction of the pulsar’s spin-
down power (∼ 50%) than is converted to observed gamma-
ray emission (0.5% at 1 kpc), although this difference is re-
duced if our larger distance estimate is adopted.
Despite the extensive analysis of PSR J0952−0607 and its
companion, the study of this pulsar has not ended as some
questions remain unanswered. The LAT and LOFAR con-
tinue to take gamma-ray and radio data on this source and
we plan to obtain more optical data.
LAT gamma-ray data has helped to find many new MSPs
by providing promising candidates (Ray et al. 2012). So-
phisticated methods to identify more pulsar candidates within
LAT sources have been developed (e.g., Lee et al. 2012; Saz
Parkinson et al. 2016). For instance, Frail et al. (2016b) iden-
tified 11 promising MSP candidates by checking for steep-
spectrum radio sources coincident with LAT sources. With
the approach successfully used in this paper, new binaryMSP
candidates can be searched for pulsations and upon detection
the pulsar can be precisely timed within months after its dis-
covery. Identifying more of the rapidly rotating spider pul-
sars will be helpful to study further the observed neutron star
parameter limits like the maximum spin frequency and the
minimum surface magnetic field strength.
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APPENDIX
A. ESTIMATING THE FALSE-ALARM PROBABILITY FOR A MULTI-DIMENSIONAL H STATISTIC SEARCH
It is important to estimate the false-alarm probability PFA to know if the gamma-ray detection is real. As described in Sec-
tion 2.3, there is no known analytical expression for the false-alarm probability of the maximum value from an H statistic
search over a dense, multi-dimensional parameter grid. Deriving the probability distribution for the maximum value of a multi-
dimensional “random field” is difficult and approximate solutions are only known for simple cases such as Gaussian or chi-
squared random fields (Adler & Taylor 2007). While the power in a single harmonic does follow a chi-squared random field in
the presence of random noise, the known solutions cannot be applied in this case due to the maximization over summed harmonics
and penalty factors defining the H statistic, and the fact that the metric density varies between different summed harmonics. Even
for chi-squared random fields, there is no simple “trials factor” that can be applied to the single-trial false alarm probability (which
for the H statistic was derived by Kerr 2011): the false-alarm probability depends on the volume, shape and dimensionality of
the search space (Adler & Taylor 2007). A full discussion of this is beyond the scope of this work. Below, we show empirically
that a simple “trials factor” approach over-estimates the detection significance, and describe the “bootstrapping” method that we
used to overcome this.
The false-alarm probability for a single H statistic trial is
PFA(Hm |a) = e−aHm (A1)
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Figure 7. Normalized histogram showing the highest H statistics for 442 subsets of our search space after excluding results affected by the
pulsar signal. The dotted green and dashed blue curves show normalized probability density functions for the maximum H statistic obtained
after n effective trials. The curves gave maximum likelihood after varying over n with fixed single-trial scaling factor a = 0.3984 (dotted green)
and after varying a and n jointly (dashed blue). The maximum H statistic for the pulsar Hm = 86.7 is marked by the vertical orange line. The
red line (dashed-dotted) shows the false-alarm probability depending on Hm computed with Equation (A2) with a and n from the joint variation.
with scaling factor a = 0.3984 (de Jager & Büsching 2010; Kerr 2011). This formula can be used to estimate the significance of
the maximum H statistic value after n independent trials,
PFA(Hm |a,n) = 1−
[
1− e−aHm
]n
. (A2)
We assume at first that our search contained a number of “effective” independent trials (Neff) that is some unknown fraction of
the number of actual trials (i.e. the number of grid points at which we evaluated the H statistic). We then estimated Neff from
the results of our search as follows. We then divided our parameter space into nseg = 2×17×13 = 442 segments in f , f˙ and Porb
respectively. The number of segments in f and f˙ is determined by the parameter space volumes, which were searched in parallel,
as only the highest H statistic values from each were stored. To ensure that all segments were independent from the pulsar signal,
we removed all grid points within those segments which were close (according to the parameter space metric; see Section 2.2) to
the pulsar parameters.
The highest H statistic of each of the segments is plotted in the normalized histogram in Figure 7. We fit for the effective
number of trials (as done by e.g. Kruger et al. 2002) by maximizing the likelihood,
L(n,a|Hm,i) =
∏
i
p(Hm,i|a,n) (A3)
for our set of H statistic values, according to the probability density function for Hm after n trials (the derivative of Equation A2),
p(Hm|a,n) = an
[
1− e−aHm
]n−1
exp(−aHm) . (A4)
However, as shown in Figure 7, the tail of the best fitting distribution is significantly under-estimated, leading to over-estimated
significances for large H statistic values. This demonstrates that there is no simple effective trials factor that can be applied to
estimate the overall significance.
To overcome this, we performed a second fit, maximizing over the likelihood for both n and a. The resulting best-fitting
distribution is also shown in Figure 7. We found the best-fitting scaling factor to be aˆ ≈ 0.284, meaning the probability density
function is flatter and gives a more conservative estimate for the significance. We note that this should not apply in general, and
will depend, amongst other factors, on the dimensionality of the search space and the number of harmonics summed.
Finally, we use aˆ and multiply the best-fitting n (the best-fitting per-segment trials factor) by nseg, and apply Equation A2 to
obtain an approximation to the false-alarm probability for the maximum H statistic value. For the candidate pulsar signal, this
was PFA = 0.33%. For comparison the candidate with the largest H statistic from a segment of the search not affected by the
pulsar signal had PFA = 56%.
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